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1SUMMARY
Edgeworth and Saddle point approximations to the density of a central
order statistic generated by independent non-identically distributed expo-
nential random variables are developed using an integral representation of
the exact density.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gordon (1982) has shown that the distribution of permutations of the
order in which successively sampled elements of a finite population are
observed can be characterized in terms of exponential waiting times with
expectations inversely proportional to magnitudes of the finite population
elements. This leads naturally to a corollary interpretation of the
probability that a particular element of the population will be included
in a sample as the expectation of an exponential function of an order
statistic generated by independent but non-identically distributed exponential
random variables (rvs). The importance of such order statistics as a means
of characterizing properties of successive sampling schemes led to our
interest in the distribution of a generic order statistic of this type.
In section 3 we compute an exact integral representation of the marginal
density of an order statistic so generated. The integrand is interpretable as
a probability mixture of characteristic functions of sums .of conditionally
independent Bernoulli rvs, an interpretation that suggests a first approxi-
mation of the density, and the form that leading terms in Edgeworth and
saddle-point approximations will take.
An Edgeworth type approximation is presented in section 4. While
this expansion could in principle be derived by first computing a saddle-point
approximation and then using the idea of recentering a conjugate distribution
as suggested by Daniels (1954), we have chosen to compute it directly.
As the "large" parameter N appears in the integrand of this repre-
sentation, both as the number of terms in a product and a sum, the integral
representation (Lemma 3.1) of this density is not of "standard" form in which,
the integrand is expressible as exp{Ng(t)}, g(t) functionally independent of N.
Nevertheless, conditions for application of Watson's lemma hold and the
steepest descent method produces valid results. A saddle-point approximation
is presented in section 5. The form of the order 1/N correction was checked
using MACSYMA (Project MAC Symbolic Manipulation system), a large computer
program designed to manipulate algebraic expressions, symbolically integrate
and differentiate, as well as carry out manifold other mathematical operations.
The 1/N term computed via MACSYMA is in correspondence with (6.2) in Good (1956)
who made the prescient statement:
"... we have calculated the third term [O(N-2)]
asymptotic series. More terms could be worked
out on an electronic computer programmed to do
algebra."
3When magnitudes of finite population elements are identical, the
leading term of the steepest descent approximation (cf. (5.15)), upon
renormalization, reproduces the exact density of the nth smallest order
statistic generated by N > n mutually independent and identically
distributed rvs.
Numerical examples appear in Section 6. The accuracy displayed by
use of 0(1/N) corrections to the leading term of the saddle point
approximation, even for small finite population sizes (N = 6, 10), suggests
that 0(1/N ) corrections are only of curiousity value in these examples.
42. SUCCESSIVE SAMPLING
We consider a finite population consisting of a collection of. N
uniquely labelled units. Let k denote the label of the kth unit and
define U = {1, 2, ..., k, ..., N. Associated with the unit labelled k
is an attribute - magnitude - that takes on a bounded value Yk > 0;
YN = (Y1' ', YN) is a parameter of U. An ordered sample of size n < N is
a sequence s = (kl, ..., kn) of labels ki U. Successive sampling of U is
sampling without replacement and proportional to magnitude, and is generated
by the following sampling scheme: for n = 1, 2, ..., N, the probability
that the rv s assumes value s in the set {(kl, ..., k )Ik. c U, k, k
if ij} of all possible distinct sequences with n elements is, setting
RN Yl -... + YN'
n
P-n -n 4N } = Ykj/[RN(Yk + ... +Yk )] (2.1)j=l j o j-1
with Yk = 0.
0
Let X1, ..., X be mutually independent exponential rvs with common
mean equal to one. Then (Gordon (1982)),
2X X2 X (2.2)
PN = (1, 2, ... , N) iy} = P x < < < }.
Yl Y2 YN
Upon defining Zk = and Z) such that Z < Z < Z
Z(N) ' the kth element of U will appear in a sample of size n if and only if
Zk < Z(n) Defining I{Xk>Z(n as the indicator function assuming value
one if Xk > Z(n)Yk and zero otherwise, the probability k(n) that element
k s is
-n
5{ \ -YkZ (n)= 1- EfI~Xk > Z =] 1 - E(e ). (2.3)
N
Together with the identity Z k(n) = n, (2.3) affords a simple motivation
k=l
N
for Rosen's (1972) approximation to k(n): for x(O, ), C(x) = E exp{-ykx}
k=l
decreases monotonically as x increases. Consequently there is a unique
value ZnN of Zn) for which C(ZnN) = N-n. Rosen's approximation to 7rk(n)
is 1 - exp {YkZnN }* Hajek (1981) presents some numerical examples illustrating
the accuracy of this approximation.
63. AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION
OF THE MARGINAL DENSITY OF Z(n)
The marginal density fzn)() of Zn) is concentrated on (0, )
and possesses the following integral representation:
Lemma 3.1: For arbitrary positive values of Yl,
'' YN and X (0,
the marginal density fZn)
(n)
(X) of Z(n)' n = 1, 2, ..., N, is equal to
e-i(n-l)u N -y. -Xyj iuII [e + (1- e )eiu ]
j=1
(3.1)
N -Xyk Yk
Z y,e /[e +
XAyk iu
(1 -e )e ]du
For k = 1, 2, ..,, N, the probability that Z(n) = Zk(n) k
E.'P(max{Z l ' Z
, in-1
} < Zk < min{Z (3.2)
,..., .I})
n+l N
where ' denotes summation over ( l) distinct partitions of
{1, 2, ..., k-l, k+l, ..., N} into two subsets with n-l and N-n elements
respectively. Given Zk = A, a generic term is
P(max{Z. , ... , Z. } < X < min{Zi
1 n-l n+l
, ... , i. I)
L* * 'N
n-1
= ( n [1
j=l
-i N
- e i])( 
Consequently, given Zk = X the probability (3.2) is
1 + -i(n-l)u
-- r
N -Xy. -Xy
[e j+ (1 - e j)eu] du.
j=l
j#k
1 Tr
-IT 
x
K= I
Proof: is
-AYi
e z) (3.3)
(3.4)
III
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7As the marginal density of Zk is k exp {-XYk}, multiplying (3.4) by this
density and summing over the N possibilities for the nth smallest among
Zi' ''s ZN the density of Z(n) is as shown in (3.1).U
The integral (3.1) is the principal vehicle for computation of
approximations to f . To motivate these approximations we begin with an
(n)
interpretation of the integrand in random variable (rv) terminology. The
integrand of (3.1) is the characteristic function of a mixture of characteristic
functions of sume of conditionally independent rvs. Appropriately scaled
and properly centered, a non-equal components version of the central limit
theorem applies. This interpretation suggests a "normal-like" approximation
to f
(n)
In what follows the infinite sequence yl, ''', yk, ... shall be
regarded as a fixed sequence of positive bounded numbers. In our setting
there is no loss in generality in rescaling the yks. For each finite sequence
N
' '''' YN' define PkN = Yk/(Y +'''+ YN) so that Z PN = 1. We assume
k=l
throughout that max PkN + 0 as N + a, a condition that asserts itself in
k
N
statements about the order of functions such as Z exp{-lpkN}[1 -exp{-XpkN}]
for N large. In order to simplify notation we shall suppress explicit display
of the triangular array PkN' k=l, 2, ... N for N = 1, 2, ... and let it be
understood that for given N,k - PkN is scaled as stated. A statement that,
for example, the aforementioned function is of order one as N + X implies an
appropriate balance between the rates at which PkN, k = 1, 2, ..., N approach
zero as N + o and the value of X. This avoids a cataloguing of special cases
but exercises the sin of omitting precise details. To illustrate details
8in one case, assume that n/N = f is fixed as N + and that there exists a
constant > 0 independent of N such that < min yk/max Yk (cf. Hajek (1981),
for example). Then it is easy to show that the solution N to
N N
Z exp {-AYk} = N - n is O(N) and that Z exp -XNyk}[ - exp {-XNyk}] = (N).
k=l k=l
To facilitate discussion, at Z(n) = X define ak(X) = exp {-AYk}; at times
we regard X as fixed and write ak in place of ak() for notational convenience
when doing so.
The integrand of (3.1) may be interpreted as a probability mixture of
characteristic functions times the characteristic function of a point mass at
n-l Np N(1-q). So doing leads to approximations that mimic the leading
term of Edgeworth type expansions of the density f (X). With
(n)
N
k =aYk/ akYk this integrand isk kyk kkk=l
N 1N N N
( akYk) x e e k II (a + (1 - aj)e ) (3.5)
k=l k=l kj= 5
j#k
iuFor fixed u, a + (1 - a)e is the characteristic function of a rv W. taking
on value 1 with probability 1 - a. and 0 with probability a.. Consequently,
N iu
1kN(U) = t (aj + (1 - aj)e ) is the characteristic function of a
j=l
j#k
sum kn =(W 1 + ... + WN) - Wk of N-1 independent rvs that can assume values
0, 1, ..., N-1.
9As Wj has mean (-aj) and variance aj(l-aj), AkN has mean
- N N
AkN =[ (1-aj)] (1-ak) and variance vkN [ aj (-aj)]- ak(-ak)
j=l j=l 
If VkN + X as N + , the sequence of rvs composing AkN - Aki fulfill the
Lindeberg condition, so at atoms of the distribution of AkN P{AkN = x}
can be approximated by a normal density with mean AkN and variance vkN.
Consider a discrete valued rv BN with range {1, 2, ..., N and
probability function P{BN = k = k, k = 1, 2, ..., N. In terms of BN and
N
AkN' k = 1, 2, ..., N, the mixture Z E k CkN() represents a rv TN such that
TNI(BN = k) = AkN for k = 1, 2, .;., N so upon approximating P{AkN = x} at its
atoms as stated, at atoms of TN, P{TN = x is approximable by a probability
mixture of normal densities with means AkN and variances vkN, k = 1, 2, ..., N.
Since vkN and VjN, jfk differ by at most 1/4 and kN and AjN differ by at
most one, when vkN -+ o, k = 1, 2, ..., N, the probability function of TN - (n-l)
N
is in turn approximable to the same order of accuracy by Z akYk times a single
k=l
normal density with mean E(TN) - (n-l) and variance Var(TN). The expectation of TN is
N N
E(TN ) = EB E(TN IBN) = Z kE(AkN) = (1 - )(a (3.6)
N k=l k=l k )
and its variance is
Var(TN) = EB Var(TNIBN) + VarBN E(TNIBN) (3.7)
N N
= Z [(1- ek)ak(1 - ak) + k(ak - j 0.a.)i
k=l j= 3 
10
Upon accounting for the point mass at n-l, an approximation to the
integral (3.1) emerges: with ak - exp {-Ayk}
N
k _ (nai E(T)) /Var(T
k=l k e 2 N (3.8)
fZ () :(n) 2TVar(TN)
The approximation (3.8) turns out to be identical to the leading term of
the Edgeworth type approximation studied next.
III
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4. AN EDGEWORTH APPROXIMATION OF f
(n)
The preceding discussion provided an heuristic approximation for f
(n)
We next compute an Edgeworth type expansion of (3.1) and show that the
leading term can be presented in the form (3.8).
Since Edgeworth expansions exhibit notoriously bad behavior in the tails,
N N
we restrict the expansion to an interval in for which (N-n- ak)/[ Z a(l-a.)] =0(1)
k=l j=l
Conditions defining such intervals are given in the following.
N
Lemma 4.1: Let N be a solution to N Z exp {-Xy k} = i-(n/N). If n/N = f is
k=l
fixed as N + ~ , and there exists a constant > 0 independent of N such that
1 1 1 N
< min yk/max Yk, then defining MN(A) -= E(TN) -p 1 - k)ak,
k=l
VN() = Var(T), NMN(A)/VN(A) = 0(1) implies that there exists a positive constant
c = 0(1) independent of N such that
IN - c i < X < N + c. (4.1)
Proof: As e < min yk/max Yk implies that /N < Yk < 1/Ne, k = 1, 2, ..., N.
N
As Z exp -XNY} = 1 - f, exp {-AN/Ne} < 1 - f < exp {-X N/N} so for N
k=
large, AN = 0(N). In addition
-A/eN Asc/N N -Xyk Ayk -(/N -/Ne
Ne /N(1 - /N) < e (_ e < Ne /N 1 _ e /N)
k=l
12
Letting 6 = X - N
N -Xyk
k= - e l
k=l
(1 - f)ll 1 N -XNYk -
6yk
- kN (ey e [
k=l
I1 - e6N/S
- 6 ec/NI
if 6 > 0
6 < 0
so when N is large,
NIMN(X)1V2 (X) = 0(1)
obtains for 16 = x - N = O(FN) or smaller.l
Writing aj(X) as a for notational convenience, define the
cumulant functions
K3N
(M)
K4N(M)
d3N(X)
d4 N(.X)
N
= - a.(l - aj)(1- 2a.),
j=1 J
N 2
a.(l - aj)(l - 6aj + 6a.)
j=l
N ej(l - a )(l - 6a + 6aj),
j=l
(4. la)
(4.lb)
(4.1c)
(4.ld)- aj)( + 6a - 2 3- O.( - a.)(l + 6a. - 24a. + 16a.).
3=1 i3 3- 
Let H(x) beHermitepolynomials; e.g. H3(x) = x3 - 3x, H4(x) =+ 3,
6 4 45x2 - 15.
and H(x) = x - 15x+ 45x 15.
4(l-f
k1
and
13
Theorem 4.1: For f = n/N fixed as N + -, when N (X)/VN(X) = 0(1) or smaller,
N
k akYk -1N2 (½ )/VN(2 )
(n) /2 VN(X)
1 K3N(X ) + d3N()
N6 (X)
(4.2)
[3 K4N(X) + d4N() 1 [3 4N 4N H4(N M(X)/V2(X))
2
V(X)
N
Before turning to the proof, observe thatNNI(X)/VN(X) = 0(1) maintains
the order of the argument of H3, H4, and H6 at 0(1); K3N(X) and K4N(X) are of
order N at most, and d3N(X) and d4N(X) are of order one at most. Thus the
-1
coefficients of correction terms in (4.3) are of orders N-. and N respectively.
The magnitudes of coefficients are more clearly revealed by reexpressing
them in a form suggested by Hajek (1981):
- K3N(X) = VN(X){l - 2
and
N
4_=1
2
a.(l -
J
J-1 
v,(X)N
N 2
N
Let VN(X) = ak(1 - ak). Then
k=l
aj)
2
E a.(l -
K4N (X) = vN(X){1 - 6 vN(XV( )
aj)2
i
]H3 (NMN(X)/VNN(X))
14
from which it is apparent K3N()/ V3N/2 () = (1/vN1/2()) and K4N(X)/V 2 =
O(l/vN()), since VN(X) and vN(X) are of the same order of magnitude.
I N -
Proof: In (3.1) leta =N a. and N= - f - a+ (a/N)
.
Then with
jN =1
iNMkNU N
H [a.e
j=l J
j#k
-i(1-aj) u ia u
+ (1 - aj)e J ],
21
iN(1-f-aN) u
= e
N
TI [a.e
,-1 Jj--
N
-i(1-aj)u ia.u
+ (1 - aj)e J]
21
(4.3)
akYk
k=l
-iu (1
a + (1 - a )ak k
( 3.1) is
1 d
f TN(u)du.
2 -rr
(4.4)
To account for contributions from the tails of (4.3), observe that for
-- < u < 1T,
-i(1-ak) u
ak
iaku 2
+ (1 - ak)e K
= {1 - 2ak(1 - ak)(l - cos u)} < 1-
(4.5)
ak(1 - ak) 2
2
iT
-ak(1-ak) u 2/ /
e
rN()
N
= Z
k=l
akyke
III
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As a consequence,
N - [v (X)-ak (-a k ) ]u 2/2
ICN(Uu)l < akYk e (4.6)
k=l
N
for - < u < . Since Z akYk < 1 by virtue of our scaling assumption,
k=l
2
N(U)| < e u / for some v > 0, and when VN(X) = O(N), -N(U) + 0 outside
the origin faster than any power of 1/N. This property of N(U) permits and
Edgeworth type expansion of the integral (3.1).
Albers et al. (1976), p. 115, justify Taylor expansion of product
terms like those in (4.3) and a corresponding Edgeworth expansion as follows:
for -/2 < x < /2, the real part of a exp {-1(1 - aj)x} + (1- aj) exp {ia.x}
is > 2' so
-i(l-a,)x ia.x
log [a.e + (1 - ae ]
a.(1 - a.)(x /2) + aj(l - aj)(l - 2aj)(ix/6) (4.7)
2 4
+ aj(1 - aj)(1 - 6a. + 6a.)(x /24)
J 3
2 3 5
+ 8j(x)aj(l - aj)(l + 6aj -24a 2 + 16a3)(x5/120)
where |Ij(x)I < 1 for - 2 < x < r. Letting cj denote the Qth cumulant
arising from a single Bernoulli trial with probability aj, (4.7) can be
displayed as
16
-i(l-a.)x
log [a.e 
0
ia .x
+ (1 - a)e ]
- cj2(x2/2) + cj3(ix3 /6) + cj4 (x4/24) + cj5(j (x5/120) (4.8)
with I j (x) < 1. Provided that xi < I2 each term in (4.3) of this form can
be so expanded and
N -i(l-a.)u
T [a.e J
j=l O
ia.u
+ (1 - a.)e J ]
3
= exp {- vN( )(u /2) + K3N(X)(iu3/6) (4.9)
+ K4N(X)(u4/24) + (x)K5N(X)(iu /120).4N 5N
We next expand in Taylor series
N akYk
BN(iu) Z -iu
k=l ake + (1 - ak)
(4.10)
and combine this expansion with (4.9) so that the resulting approximation to
CN(U) is in a form leading to (4.2).
The function BN(iu) has a useful property:
- -iu
- ie B(iu) =N
N
k Yk du log [ake .U+ (1 ak)]
k=l
For u (-T, ), akexp{-iu + (1 - ak) is analytic and possesses no
singularities. As a result, asymptotic expansions of BN can be differentiated.
Expand each logarithmic term in (4.11) using
log (1 + Z M (iu) )
Q=1
dQ
Q=1 d (iu)
£=l.
(4.11)
(4.12a)
17
with
2
d = b d- b b1 2 2 1
3
d3 = b3 - 3b b + 2b 13 3 12 1'
2_ 2 4
d4 = b4 -3b2 - 4blb3 + 12bb2 -6b4
d = b 10bb 3 - 5blb + 30blb2 + 2bb3 b 60b3b + 24b55 5 2  14 12 1 1 2 
(cf. Kendall and Stuart (1969) Vol. I p. 70).
Differentiation with respect to u yields
N
= ( akYk) e {1 -
k=l
N
Z k(1 - ak)(iu)
k=l
N 2
+ E k(1 - ak)(1 - 2ak)(iu) /2
k=l
N 2 3
Z- k (1 - ak)(l - 6 ak + 6 ak)(iu)3 /6
k=l
N
+ e (1 - ak)(l
k=l
- 14a k + 36a - 24ak3)(iu)4/24k k k
Next, exponentiate the term in curly brackets in (4.13) using (4.12)
again with
N
b = - Ok(l- ak), b2 =
k=1
N
Z k( 1 - ak)(1 - 2ak),
k=l
N
= -
0k(1 - ak)(l - 6ak + 6a2), and
k=l
N
b = k(l - ak)(l - 14ak + 36ak - 24ak).
k=l
(4.12b)
(4.12c)
BN(iu)
(4.13)
(4.14a)
(4.14b)
(4.14c)
.
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Then b1, b2, b3, b4 are probability mixtures of
so
cb 4 dk
z PIu>R k k i~k
I log (1 + Z T.T (iu) - Z . (iu)kRi k!
z=1 k=l
terms of order one or smaller,
< Clul5/120 (4.16)
where C is a constant of order one or smaller.
Upon assembling terms of the same order in the expansions (4.13) of
BN(iu) and (4.8) of the product terms and changing variables to z = [VN(X)]
2u,
SN(u)du =
N
Z akYk 7/VN( )
k=l f
27rVN(X) _V(X )N
exp {iN(NM/N()I)]Z - 2
(4.17)
+ K3N(X) + d3N(A) 3
6 3/2(N
1 K 4N( + d4N( ) 4
- i 24 z
NM
v(z) K5N(S) + d5N() iz dz
120 V3/ 2()
N
for some Iv(z)J < 1.
Since c2k = ak(l - ak), c3k = ak(l - ak)(
2ak 1), c4k= ak( - ak) X
(1 - 6ak + 6a ), and c5k = ak(1 - ak)(1 + 6ak - 24a + 16ak) are cumulants
arising from a single binomial trial with probability ak, K3N( )/vl(X) < 1/VNI)
~~~~2 5/2 3/2
K4N(A)/V (A) < 1/VN(X), and K5N(X)/V /() < 1/VN (). Consequently, for
_ ' 1 
1 V(A) < z < I XV),
1
21T
7r
III
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1 2 l K3N(X) + d3N(X) 3 1 K 4N(X) + d( ) 4
- z + -r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (') + _ d 4N _ _) _ _exp / 3 + 4 4 N z42 6 .3 2 24
vN (X) VN()
1 K5N( ) + d5N(X) 5
+ 120 5/2 I }
VN ()
1 2 + 1(lz3 1/V(X)) + 1 (z4 /V (X)) + 1 (Iz51/V3/2(X)) + O(1/N)}
2 6 N 24 N4
< exp {- z 6 + 0(1/N)
2 6 48 480
1 2
< exp {- 8 z [1 + 0(1/N)]}
3 4 5
and the exponential term involving z , z , and z may be expanded in Taylor
series. As the contributions from the tails are exponentially small by
virtue of ( 4,6), they may be ignored, and this last expansion followed by
integration over < z < yields (4,2).U
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5. SADDLE-POINT APPROXIMATION TO fz (A)
(n)
Daniels (1954) develops saddle-point approximations and associated
asymptotic expansions for the density of a mean of mutually independent
and identically distributed rvs, and establishes the relation between
this form of approximation and Edgeworth type expansions using Khinchin's (1949)
concept of conjugate distributions (cf. Cox and Barndorff-Nielsen (1979) for
a more recent discussion).
In the representation (3.1) for fz (X), the large parameter N appears
(n)
both as the number of terms in a product and the number of terms in a sum.
This is not the standard case treated by Daniels. The nature of the
problem is this: let KN(iu) be the cumulant function
K (iu) = 1 E log [ake-ipu + (1- ak)e qu, (5.1)
k=l
Then with hN(iu) exp {-iu}BN(iu) and BN(iu) as in(4.10), (3.1) is
1 Tr NKN(iu) l is NKN(V)
2 e h (iu)du = - f e hN(v)dv. (5.2)hN 2-ri
-7T -i7
Since hN(v) depends on N, we expand about a stationary point that is
a solution to
d 1= (53)
dv i(v) + N log h(v)] = 
rather than a stationary point satisfying
d
dv KN(v) = 0. (5.4)
111
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A solution to (5.3) is a value of v satisfying
~N ~ ak 1 d
k=-l ak + (1 - a)e NhN(v) dv hN(V) = 0. (5.5)
k=l ak + ak)e
For fixed ak (0,1), k = 1, 2, ..., N the second term on the LHS of (5.5)
provides a correction of magnitude at most 1/N as
Nh d hN(V) (5.6)NS) dv
1 1 k 2 ak 1
N Yk ~ ak v N
k=1 a + (1 -ak)e k=l ak + (1- ak)e
for all v s (-, o).
That (5.5) possesses a unique solution v0 in (-_, a) and that the
corresponding saddle-point approximation to (5.2) generated by expanding the
integrand about v0 when v0 c (-7, ) leads to a valid asymptotic expansion
must be verified. To this end we list needed properties of DN(v) = KN(v) + loghN(v),
(j)
and its derivativesD( (v), j = 1, 2, 
For Y1, **, YN and X fixed, so that al, ..., aN are fixed positive
numbers, higher order derivatives D( 2 ) (v), ..., D( j )(v), are conveniently
N N
representable in terms of k(V) = ak/[ak + (1 - ak)ev], the N point probability
function k(v) = Ykgk(v)/hN(v), k = 1, 2, ..., N, and the averages
N N
ZNM E E klk(V) and N = E Ok(v)k(v). Here, k(V) plays the role ofk=l k=l
ak in the Edgeworth type expansion of fZn)
Z(n)
22
Assertion: The function DN (v) has these properties:
(11) h (V) 1- (i) DN (v) q (V) + NhN(V) = q - N() - (1 - N))
(ii) D(l) (v) = 0 has a unique solution in the interval (-,c) provided
that q > 1/N.
) v0, (at- (1  ) q - =1(iii) At v = v, (at D (v) = ), q - N(vO) (- N()) > 0 since
(v)c(O,l1) for vE(-o, ).EN(V)X
(iv) D(2) (v) =N
1 N
z [1 - k(V)]Ik(v)(1 - k(V))
k=l
N+ kZ ek(V)(Ek(v) - N(v))2 > 0
k=1
and at v = v when k = all k, D2)(v) = n-l N-n
(5.7)
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Proof: (i) follows from the definitions of k(v), (v), and (v).
As v + -, D ) (v) q - 1 < 0; at v = 0,N
D (1) 1 1
D 1) (0) = q N N
k=l
1 N N
ak + { Z Ykak Z
k=l j=l
Ykak} which may be less than,
equal to or greater than zero; as v - +, D(1)(v) - 1 - f >
D(l)(v) = 0 for at least one v (-a, ). As will be shown,N
D )(v) > 0, so the solution to this equation is unique.N
That D (v) > 0 can be shown via
N
N(2) 1 ND (v) = 
k=1
h() 12
0. Thus
Differentiation of log hN(v) yields
h(l) (v)
hN (v)hN(V
N2) (v)
N(V)
N
- ek ( v ) ( 1 - k(V))
k=l
N
= -2 
i=l
N
ek(V) k(v)[ 1 - k(V)] + Z ek(v ) [ 1 - k(V)]k=l
and (iv) follows directly.0
(5.8)
and
(5.9)
(5.10)
h2)(v
1 N (v) 1hrE (v) 1 - (V) + 
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For notational convenience, we have in places suppressed explicit
display of and yl, ..., yN. However, as a solution v to DN )(v) = 0
depends on and we wish to approximate the density fz (A) over an
(n)
interval for A, we now write v0 as an explicit function v(A) of X and DN
as an explicit function of X and v. Given positive numbers Yl, ... , YN
there is a set S (N) = {XIDN)(,v( ()) = Oand - < v(X) < } of values
corresponding to the restriction - < v < imposed by the range of
integration of (3.1). For X S ), stationary points of DN lie in
(-f, ); for XA (0, ) but XA SX, the integrand has no stationary point
in (-r, r) and the principal contribution to the value of the integral
comes from an endpoint.
Theorem S.1: Let p = n-1/ = l-q , XA S(N) and v(X) be a solution to D )(,v) = 0
A N
for given . Define
Lj(A, v(X)) D(J)(, v(X))/[D(2 )(, v())]j/2 (5.11)
for j = 2, 3, ... Then for n/N fixed and N large,
fz (A) = [ (2)1 ]2 exp {NDN(A, v(X))}
(nz ) 2,2ND (%, v(A) )
x {1 + N [3L4( v(X)) - 5L (, v())] (5.12)24N 0, 3(5.12)
+ 1 2 [-24L 6(, v(X)) + 168L3(A, v(X))Ls(A, v(X))
1152N
+ 105L2(A, v(X)) - 630L2(v(X))L4(v(X))
+ 38nL(, v( 4 ))
+ 38L (X, v(A))] + (N )}
_.1 4_ _/1_1-1- --- __1-_1 -------~·_ 1l_l____ 7·_~_~___ _ 11- ._ .~._..
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Proof: The formal development of (5.12) follows the pattern of analysis of
Daniels (1954) or Good (1956) and is not repeated in detail. The only task
is to show that the function dz/dw as defined below is analytic in a
neighborhood of zero and bounded in an interval on the steepest descent
contour.
Define z = (v - v(X))/[D(2)(X,v(X))]2 and w as a function satisfying
1 2 12 1 3
w = DN(X,v) - DN(A,v(X)) = z2 + L(,v(X))z (5.13)
~1 4
+ 4 L4 (,V(X))z + 
with the same sign as the imaginary part of z on the steepest descent contour.
For some a, > 0 the contribution on this contour in a neighborhood of v(X) is
NDN(X,v(X)) . 2
e ehNw(2) 514 dz
[2TNDN (X,v(X))]2 -ad (5.14)
That DN(X,v) is bounded and analytic for v (-r,7) is effectively
established in the course of computing the Edgeworth type approximation
to fZ (cf. (4.6) and ff.). By the inversion theorem for analytic
(n)
functions (cf. Levinson and Redheffer (1970) for example) z is analytic in (-a,8)
hence dz/dw is also. An application of Watson's lemma to (5.14) yields (5.12), 
With a.(X) = exp {-Xyj}, the leading term of (5.12) is
__(2)_ _ ½1 -(n-l)v(X) [a(X) + (1 - a (X))e i (5.15)1 ) ] e - vII)[(5.15)
N Ykak()
a + (1 - a( e
k=1 ak() + (1- ak())e ®
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When y, k = 1,2,..., N, D( (X,v(X)) = 0 becomesk N
a(X) N-n 1(q _
a(X) + (1 - a(X))ev() N-1 N-1 N
and
(2) 1 N 1 n-i N-n
D2) (X,v(X)) = (q - )(1 - (q - ) (N N-i'N N N-1 N N N-
The leading term is then, with Q = (N-n)/(N-1) = l-P,
{ 1 1) n-½ (1 N-n-+P- -y(N-n+l)y e-(5.16)
Aside from the normalizing constant, this is the exact form of the density
Aside from the normalizing constant, this is the exact form of the density
of the nth order statistic generated by N independent exponential rvs with
common means l/y. To the order of the first term of the Stirling approximation
the term in curly brackets in (5.16) is n(N).n
III
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6. Numerical Examples
This section provides numerical comparisons of Edgeworth and
saddle-point approximations with the exact density of X at .01, .05, .10,
.25, .50, .75, .95, and .99 fractile values. Integration of the exact
density was done using a Rhomberg-type integration routine, CADRE, allowing
prespecified error tolerance.
Two finite population magnitude shapes - exponential and lognormal
are examined for (N,n) = (6,2), (10,3), (30,10) and (150,50). Given N, Yk
is the (k/N+l)st fractile of an exponential distribution with mean one if
shape is exponential, or the (k/N+l)st fractile of a lognormal distribution
2
with parameter (,a ) = (0,.5) if shape is lognormal. Here the yk values
N
are not normalized by scaling so that Z Yk = 1.
k=l
Figures 6.1 to 6.4 provide visual comparisons of the approximations to
the exact density. The cases N=6, n=2 appear, for exponential finite population
shape, in Figure 6.1, and for lognormal finite population shape in Figure 6.3.
For N > 10 and n/N = .3, the leading terms of both Edgeworth and saddle-point
approximations behave sufficiently well to obviate need for visual display of
the fit of leading term plus 0(1/N) corrections, so Figures 6.2 and 6.4 show
only leading terms and the exact density.
Principal features of these examples are:
(1) As expected, saddle-point approximations outperform Edgeworth
type approximations in all cases. With 0(1/N) corrections
the former works very well for N as small as 6, providing
almost uniform error of .74-1.0% over a .01 to .99 fractile
range (without renormalization).
(2) 'Edgeworth type approximations are drastically bad for small
values of N, as can be seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.3.
(3) In the fractile range .01 to .99, - < v(X) < in all
examples, suggesting that a LaPlace approximation to (5.2)
at v(X) = + need be employed only when extreme tail values
of the density of X are desired.
TABLE 1
COMPARISONS OF EDGE1WORTH AND SADDLE-POINT
APPROXIMATIONS TO EXACT DENSITY - EXPONENTIAL AGCNITUDES
N6. n-2
Leadin Term Order 1/N
Fractile A Exact Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edevworth Saddle-Point
.01 .024018 .419235 .061133 .452944 4.506486 .416150
.05 .070189 .995708 1.207501 1.075392 -3.064328 .988296
.10 .110246 1.306700 1.783591 1.411114 -.976734 1.297162
.25 .208603 1.594300 1.928963 1.719877 1.974145 1.581960
.50 .374516 1.372730 1.397845 1.478411 1.476357 1.361506
.75 .612565 .792829 .749612 .851366 .763020 .785703
.90 .888184 .351786 .332229 .376120 .355551 .348188
.95 1.096582 .180270 .170609 .191963 .194361 .178220
.99 1.546093 .400504 .035761 .042185 .043265 .039481
Value of Integral .9998717
Error Tolerance .0000029
N-10, n-3
Leading Term Order 1/N
Fractile X Exact Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edgeworth Saddle-Point
.01 .053154 .383824 .142332 .398898 1.527169 .383156
.05 .105215 1.016052 1.098824 1.055634 .276358 1.0;4246
.10 .144096 1.423442 1.704973 1.478544 .768202 1.420872
.25 .230052 1.909645 2.169307 1.982440 1.996582 1.906059
.50 .358080 1.794180 1.816430 1.860817 1.862227 1.790607
.75 .531728 1.113901 1.060479 1.153562 1.094682 1.111495
.90 .733447 .049916 .474913 .515902 .495855 .497989
.95 .876189 .260651 .250723 .268963 .265011 .260007
.99 1.193754 .054578 .052538 .056071 .056349 .054409
Value of Integral .9999983
Error Tolerance .0000017
N-30, n-10
Leading Term Order 1/N
Fractile X Density Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edgeworth Saddle-Point
.01 .192970
.05 .256436
.10 .296020
.25 .371413
.50 .470351
.75 .586948
.90 .708751
.95 .784187
.99 .954164
.276352
.924684
1.458765
2.320714
1.746635
.850230
.485144
.110534
.110534
.208041
.923148
1.522675
2.420816
2. 541794
1.714022
.832892
.478188
.110771
.278583
.9320 18
1.470208
2.338526
2.544266
1.759 206
.856131
.488438
.111250
.309282
.906719
1.429540
2.32 3800
2.53 405
1.741558
.845056
.485371
.111273
.276326
.924597
1.458628
2.320498
2.525212
1.746484
.850162
.485108
.110527
Value of Integral .9999999
Error Tolerance .0000013
N150, n-50
Lending Term Order 1/N
Fractile X Densitv Edgewrorth Saddl-Point Edgeworth Saddle-Point
.01 .340765 .418278 .389720 .418867 * .420089 .418277
.05 .378084 1.441982 1.438072 1.443992 1.440523 1.441977
.10 .400909 2.447910 2.473349 2.451304 2.443853 2.447903
.25 .441198 4.386328 4.451661 4.392349 4.385808 4.386316
.50 .489443 5.408805 5.422773 5,416141 5.412618 5.408791
.75 .541386 4.202887 4.165031 4.208515 4.202032 4.202876
.90 .594501 2.154998 2.132952 2.157847 2.153343 2.154992
.95 .626052 1.231495 1.225315 1.233112 1.23m'467 1.231493
.99 .688725 .300758 .305961 .301147 .301147 .300758
Value of Integral 1.000000
Error Tolerance .0000059
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TABLE 2
COMPARISONS OF EDGEWORTH AND SADDLE-POINT
APPROXIMATIONS TO EXACT DENSITY - LOGNORMALL MAGNITUDES
N-6, n-2
Leadlng Tm Order 1/N
Fractile x Density Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edgeworth Saddle-Point
.01 .017639 .577943 .0994731 .626857 6.240404 .573936
.05 .051422 1.370941 1.730503 1.486703 -4.142351 1.361381
.10 .080750 1.900438 2.498308 1.952162 
-1.016195 1.787826
.25 .152217 2.197556 2.651076 2.381746 2.869058 2.181954
.50 .272280 1.900095 1.911543 2.057711 2.110507 1.886252
.75 .443512 1.105528 1.032229 1.195591 1.07('0197 1.097101
.90 .640027 .495043 .462681 .534307 4.873857- .491008
.95 .787235 .255540 .237720 .275307 .26b;5 .253329
.99 1.103846 .056798 .045859 .060883 .0362162 .056224
Value of Integral 1.000000
Error Tolerance .000003
N-10. n-3
Lending Tern Order 1/N
Fractile A Density Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edgeworth Saddle-?oint
.01 .040351 .553575 .233514 .576717 2.097992 .552688
.05 .078319 1.416704 1.584679 1.475687 .254551 1.414405
.10 .106721 1.970996 2.405085 2.052795 1.020777 1.967768
.25 .169326 2.630971 2.997934 2.739330 2.806427 2.626561
.50 .261764 2.476106 2.487440 2.576811 2.615171 2.471S04
.75 .388349 1.535930 1.444273 1.797143 1.512724 1.533109
.90 .532447 .692709 .653094 .719554 .682349 .691344
.95 .633561 .363634 .346830 .377406 .365492 .362881
.99 .837582 .OS79810 .082196 .091131 .092637 .087780
Value of Integral 1.000000
Error Tolerance .000002
N-30, n-10
Leading Term Order 1
Fractile A Density Edgeworth Saddle-Point Edgeworth Saddle-Point
.01 .139756 .385681 .283097 .389169 .446834 .385646
.05 .185325 1.296510 1.301642 1.308118 .125824 1.296390
.10 .213515 2.047494 2.158689 2.065711 1.983476 2.047305
.25 .263297 3.210598 3.381253 3.238823 3.205778 3.210952
.50 .333126 3.613187 3.642386 3.644420 3.639233 3.612847
.75 .414752 2.570232 2.508919 2.5q1988 2.564500 2.569)991
.90 .498863 1.283466 1.250149 1.294088 1.277916 1.283347
.95 ' .554812 .707727 .695470 .713495 7.067966 .707662
.99 .670414 .163706 .163987 .164999 .165021 .163692
Value of Integral .9999999
Error Tolerance .0000014
N-150, n50
Leading Term Order 1/N
Fractile 1 Density Edgevorth Saddle-Point Edgevorth Saddle-Point
.01 .243575 .559731 .511935 .560630 .565706 .559729
.05 .271998 2.135209 2.133936 2.138615 .213118 2.135202
.10 .288112 3.598506 3.658174 3.604226 3.588353 3.598496
.25 .316433 6.367083 6.482507 6.377138 6.365301 6.36 7063
.50 .350075 7.751501 7.7b9003 7.763652 7.760408 7.751478
.75 .387676 5.850960 5.778543 5.860052 5.849384 5.850939
.90 .421207 3.164488 3.122881 3.169373 3.160891 3.164481
.95 .442698 1.832762 1.820915 1.835577 1.831383 1.832757
.99 .485595 .455819 .466149 .456512 4.565742 .455817
Value of Integral 1.0000000
Error Tolerance .00000120
Figure 6.1. EXPONENTIAL POPUL.ATION WITH
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Figure 6.3. LOGNORMAL POPULATTON with N=6,
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Appendix
1
= + log hN
N1
= q - Z
k=l
(2) = 1{_ D f k
k=l
1 h N
k N hN
;' +k
hNN
h N
D(3) = 1 N + [
N k=l k hN
1 N
= - {- z
k=l
,t + N
k hN
(-)
hN
h" h
- 3 +
hN hN
it I
hN
- 4
hN
2( )3]}
hN
. hN 3( )2
hN hN
where
N
:= Z yk ( r)
k=l
and k r) cank be computed using the following recursive formula: with
ak
ak + (1 - ak)ev
[ = k ( [k - 1).
I111
D
D(1)
(4)
D
12h"
+ N
hN
N) 2hN2
h(r)hN
N6( 4
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